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Agent EXPRI: Licence to Explain
Francesca Mosca? , Ştefan Sarkadi, Jose M. Such, and Peter McBurney
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Department of Informatics
{francesca.mosca,stefan.sarkadi,jose.such,peter.mcburney}@kcl.ac.uk

Abstract. Online social networks are known to lack adequate multiuser privacy support. In this paper we present EXPRI, an agent architecture that aims to assist users in managing multi-user privacy conflicts.
By considering the personal utility of sharing content and the individually preferred moral values of each user involved in the conflict, EXPRI
identifies the best collaborative solution by applying practical reasoning
techniques. Such techniques provide the agent with the cognitive process
that is necessary for explainability. Furthermore, the knowledge gathered during the practical reasoning process allows EXPRI to engage in
contrastive explanations.
Keywords: Multi-user Privacy · Practical Reasoning · Explainable AI.

1

“EXPRI, agent EXPRI ”: Introduction

Online collaborative platforms have recently generated an increasing concern for
individual privacy. One specific privacy problem is that, whenever the content to
be shared involves more than a person, the privacy policies should be understood
and approved by all the users involved. If this does not happen, a multi-user
privacy conflict (MPC) is likely to occur. Among other platforms, online social
networks (OSNs) have proved to be particularly unsuitable to manage access
control in a satisfying way for the users [6, 36, 12]. A common example of MPC
in the literature is the case of a picture representing a group of friends, where
each of them would assign different degrees of publicity/privacy to the picture
on the OSN. Currently, most platforms lack built-in mechanisms that allow the
users to discuss and agree on a policy in advance [42], and the responsibility
of selecting a policy is generally left solely to the uploader. The other involved
users, if unhappy with the uploader’s choice, can only resort to unsatisfying
reparative solutions, such as untagging or asking for the content to be removed.
MPCs happen frequently, with a majority of users having experienced at
least one MPC [37]. However, generally users have collaborative attitudes, e.g.
in a recent study [37] most uploaders wished to have known in advance the
consequences of their decisions in order to tackle the conflicts before they occurr.
Previously, in [21], we have outlined an agent architecture to assist users
during MPCs. In this paper we define further this agent architecture, that we
?
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now name EXPRI, especially in regard of its explainable component. EXPRI is
an agent that aims to help users solve MPCs in OSNs by computing the optimal
sharing policy for all the involved users. Optimality is considered in terms of
(i) the utility that each user gains from sharing the content with a particular
audience, and (ii) the promotion of moral values, i.e. the degree of coherency
with the individual morality of choosing each possible policy. Several previous
studies pointed out the necessity for autonomous systems to fully support users
in privacy decisions (and not only), they need to be transparent and explainable
[34, 23]. We show how EXPRI, which follows practical reasoning techniques to
identify the optimal action, is fully equipped with the necessary information to
provide a justification for the optimal action to the end-user; then we present a
collection of starting points to inspire the development of the social process of
EXPRI, e.g. how to best convey a justification to the end-user.

2

“For Your Eyes Only ”: Related Work in Privacy

In recent years, models for better supporting users to collaboratively deal with
MPCs have been proposed in the related literature. We refer the interested reader
to more comprehensive surveys like [23, 12, 36] for further details on multiuser
privacy management. Researchers focused on the achievement of desirable properties [21], such as role-agnosticism, adaptability, explainability, and value- and
utility-orientation. Given the aim of this paper, we particularly focus on what
previous works have achieved in terms of explainability.
The ability of a system to be able to explain itself and justify its outputs is
generally considered crucial for fostering the users’ trust towards autonomous
systems [34, 23]. Of course, this is also valid in the context of multiuser privacy.
The running hypothesis is that, by interacting with explainable systems, users
will find it easier to understand the received recommendations and, consequently,
to endorse them, notably reducing the occurrence of MPCs.
The approaches suggested for this type of application range from game theoretical solutions [32, 27], to agent-based ones [38, 35, 22], to learning models
[10, 40], and more technical, fine-grained systems [13]. Despite the abundance
of efforts, none of these approaches can be considered fully explainable. However, some solution-concepts, like argumentation-based models, make it easier
than others to meet the explainability requirement. In [14] each user of the OSN
is represented by an agent that captures its user’s privacy constraints through
ontologies and semantic rules. When MPCs occur, the agents interact in persuasion dialogues to defend their privacy preferences. The arguments generated
in the dialogue can be reported to the users as a justification of the output,
even though the best way to do so is not investigated by the authors. In [9], the
authors design a recommendation system, where the prediction of the optimal
collective sharing policy is based on the scenario’s context, the users’ preferences,
and their arguments about those preferences. A limited set of arguments is considered, leaving unclear their efficacy in convincing the users, but providing the
first steps towards an explanation of the system’s decision.
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Our work differs from the literature because it presents a design that is
explicitly oriented towards the provision of an explanation. We consider the
transparency of the process as the main feature of our model, where the provided
explanation is crucial and not just an accessory of the model.

3

“A View to an EXPRI ”: the Agent Architecture

In this section we detail the components of our agent architecture, EXPRI. We
instantiate an agent EXPRI for each user registered to the OSN: each agent
supports a user while taking decisions on multiuser privacy. In order to do so,
the agent needs to be aligned with the user’s preference, in terms of (i) utility and
(ii) moral values. In fact, users are reported to share content online for personal
advantage [15], but they may also consider the consequences of their decisions
and transcend their own benefit to accommodate others’ preferences [37].
3.1

Utility-driven Component of EXPRI

We represent a OSN as a graph G = (Ag, R), where Ag is the set of all the
registered agents/users ak , and R is the set of all their relationships (ak , aj , ikj ),
with ikj being the intimacy of the relationship between the users ak and aj . We
consider intimacy as defined in [11], where the authors present also a way to
elicit it automatically.
We assume that every user has an individual preference in terms of publicity/privacy for sharing content, that can be elicited automatically for each item
or a collection of them [33, 20]. We define the concepts below for each individual
content x, even though for simplifying the notation we do not always report x.
Definition 1. The user ak defines the sharing policy spk = hd, ii for the item
x, meaning that ak wants to allow access to x to any other user who is distant
at most d and intimate at least i.
Definition 2. The individual audience for the user ak is the set audsp,k of
users who satisfy the conditions set by a sharing policy sp for the content x.
T
Definition 3. The collective audience is the set audsp = k∈Ag audsp,k , that
is the intersection of the individual audiences of all the involved users generated
by the sharing policy sp for the content x.
A multi-user privacy conflict (MPC) occurs whenever two or more users, who
are involved in the same content, have contrasting preferred sharing policies, i.e.
their preferred individual audiences do not coincide.
As discussed in [15], we believe that users perceive some type of benefit when
sharing an appealing photo online, but they can also experience some discomfort
whenever a picture is seen by undesired people. We refer to this advantage and
disadvantage in terms of gain or loss of utility. Furthermore, in order to find
a compromise to solve the MPC, users may be more inclined to overshare or
undershare, that is to make the content available to a broader or smaller audience
than the preferred one.
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Definition 4. The function appreciation determines whether the user prefers
to overshare (appk (x) = 1) or undershare (appk (x) = −1) the item x.
Definition 5. Given the preferred audience audk and a sharing policy sp, if
sharing with the collective audience audsp , the individual utility of user ak varies
according to:
X

uaudsp ,k =

j∈allDesAud

ij
−
dj

X
j∈excDesAud

ij
+ appk (x)
dj

X
j∈allExtAud

ij
,
dj

(1)

where allDesAud (allowed desired audience) is the set of users who ak desires
to grant access to x and that are part of audsp ; excDesAud (excluded desired
audience) is the set of users who ak desires to grant access to but that are excluded
by audsp ; allExtAud (allowed extra audience) is the set of users who ak desires
to forbid access from but that are part of audsp .
Users perceive a gain in utility whenever approved people access the content,
but they can lose utility if undesired people access the content (if appreciation
is negative) or desired people are excluded. Also, these effects get amplified with
people that are closer and more intimate, as reported in recent user studies [37].
Example Let us consider the simplified OSN in Figure 1. Alice, Bob and Charlie
appear together in the picture x. Their preferred sharing policies are respectively spA = h2, 2i, spB = h1, 3i and spC = h3, 4i, and generate the following preferred individual audiences: audA = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, I, L}, audB =
{A, B, C, D, G} and audC = {A, B, C, G, I}. A conflict occurs, because the
three preferred individual audiences do not coincide. The collective audiences
resulting from the intersection of the individual ones generated by each policy are audspA = {A, B, C, D, E, G, I, L}, audspB = {A, B, C} and audspC =
{A, B, C, G, I}. Furthermore, Alice and Bob have a positive appreciation for x
(appA (x) = appB (x) = 1), while for Charlie it is negative (appC (x) = −1).
Let us consider sp0 = h2, 3i as a possible sharing policy for x: the collective
audience generated by sp0 is audsp0 = {A, B, C, D, G, I} (that we rename as
aud0 for brevity). Then, Alice, Bob and Charlie would perceive the following
variation in utility:
uaud0 ,A =

X
j∈{B,C,D,G,I}

uaud0 ,B =

X
j∈{A,C,D,G}

uaud0 ,C =

X
j∈{A,B,G,I}

ij
−
dj

X
j∈{E,F,L}

ij
5
4
3
10
9
2
6
2
= + + +
+ − − − = 14.5
dj
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

X ij
ij
5
3
3
5
8
+
= + + + + = 20
dj
dj
1
1
1
1
2
j∈{I}

X ij
ij
4
3
8
5
7
−1·
= + + + − = 12.5
dj
dj
1
1
2
1
2
j∈{D}
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Fig. 1: The simplified online social network discussed in the example.
Table 1: Interpretation of the Schwartz values in the multi-user application and
details of their promotion and demotion for a user, comparing different sharing
options with own preference.
Value Interpretation
Condition
OTC appreciate compromises which differ + if sharing with no one’s initial preference
from anyone’s initial preference
- if sharing with another user’s preference
CO preserve individual and social security + if sharing with a smaller audience
- if sharing with a bigger audience
ST do what is good for the other people + if sharing with the other’s preference
+ if compromising with the other user
- if ignoring the other user’s preference
- if rejecting an offer
SE maintain or increase one’s own utility + if sharing with own preference
+ if gaining a better utility
- if gaining a worse utility

3.2

Value-Aligned Component of EXPRI

We base the moral component of EXPRI on the Schwartz Theory of Basic Values
[30]. This is the most well-known and established theory of human values and
combines a complete theoretical architecture with a strong empirical validation.
Values are socially desirable concepts representing the mental goals which
drive human behaviour [30], influencing any decision. In particular, the Schwartz
theory presents ten main values, organised along four directions (which we refer
to as V) that pull apart. On one axis, openness to change (OTC) is opposed to
conservation (CO), representing dynamic and independent ways of acting versus
conservatory and self-restraining attitudes. On the other axis, self-transcendence
(ST) reflects tolerant and altruistic behaviours in opposition to self-enhancement
(SE), which characterises authoritarian and image-conscious conducts. The individual preference over these values, which is considered relatively stable over
time [5], can be elicited from the users through validated questionnaires [30].
Given the MPC application, we interpret the Schwartz value-directions as
described in Table 1, where we also report how the user’s behaviour can promote
or demote the values. However, this is just for illustrative purpose, because our
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agent architecture for solving conflicts can be adapted to any other value theory
or application. We believe that the agent can suggest solutions to the MPC that
are more compatible with the user’s morale if it is informed about the user’s
preferred order over the values. Hence, while reasoning about possible solutions
to the conflict, EXPRI considers the value promotion of a sharing policy.
Definition 6. Given a user ak and her preferred order ok over V, the value
promotion of an audience aud for the user ak is given by
vaud,k =

|V|
X
(I − i) · promaud (oi ),

(2)

i=1

where I = |V| + 1, and prom(oi ) = 1 if the i-th preferred value is promoted
by selecting aud, prom(oi ) = −1 if the i-th preferred value is demoted, and
prom(oi ) = 0 otherwise.
Running Example Alice, Bob and Charlie’s preferred orders over the values V
are, respectively:
OT C ≺A SE ≺A CO ≺A ST
CO ≺B OT C ≺B ST ≺B SE
ST ≺C CO ≺C OT C ≺C SE

The selection of aud0 = audsp0 = {A, B, C, D, G, I} generates the following individual value promotions:
vaud0 ,A = + 4 − 3 + 2 + 1 = 4
vaud0 ,B = − 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 2
vaud0 ,C = + 4 − 3 + 2 − 1 = 2

Alice promotes every value but SE, Bob promotes every value but CO, and
Charlie promotes only ST and OTC.
3.3

Resolution of MPCs

Each EXPRI agent can cover two roles in the resolution of a MPC: uploader,
when the user wants to share some content online, and co-owner, when the
user is involved in some content that another user wants to share. Let us recall
that we consider a non-adversarial setting: therefore, we assume that the agents
cooperate in order to identify a collectively satisfying solution to the MPC. In
fact, empirical studies showed how users are frequently willing to find acceptable
compromises; in particular, uploaders reported to wish to have known in advance
the preferences of the co-owners, to avoid conflicts before their occurrence [37].
For each conflict involving n users, a set A of at most n + 1 audiences are
considered as possible solutions: the collective audiences audspk generated by
each individually preferred sharing policy spk , and aud0 , generated in such a
way that aud0 6= audspk ∀k.
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Independently of the role, all agents compute an individual score for each
possible solution, expressing their appreciation of the option in terms of both
utility and value promotion:
(
saud,k =

+|uaud,k | · |vaud,k |
−|uaud,k | · |vaud,k |

if uaud,k > 0 ∧ vaud,k > 0,
otherwise.

(3)

Then, each EXPRI-coowner shares with EXPRI-uploader its individual scores: in
this way, each agent collaborates without directly disclosing its potential gain in
terms of neither utility nor value promotion. Then, EXPRI-uploader aggregates
all the individual scores into a collective score for each possible solution:
saud =

X

sk,aud .

(4)

k∈Ag

Finally, EXPRI-uploader identifies the most desirable solution, through the process we describe in the next section, and suggests it to the EXPRI-coowners. The
EXPRI-coowners also perform a similar reasoning process to decide whether to
accept or reject the offer. At the end of the deliberations, the outcomes can be
reported to the users: we discuss possible guidelines to do this in section 5.
Running Example Table 2 reports the individual utilities and value promotions
for each agent and each possible audience. The details of the computations are
reported, for instance regarding the utilities and the value promotions for sp0 ,
in the previous examples.

Table 2: Individual and collective metrics for the scenario in the example.
agents
A
B
C
collective

4

u
22.5
27
6.5

audspA
audspB
v
s
u
v
0
0 -10.5 -4
-4 -108 0
0
-2 -13
2
+4
-121

s
-42
0
8
-34

u
8.5
14
16

audspC
v
-4
-4
-5

audsp0
s
u
v
-34 14.5 +4
-56 20 +2
-64 12.5 +2
-154

s
58
40
25
123

“From Practical Reasoning with Love”: Design of the
Cognitive Process

As Miller discusses in [19], an explanation is composed by a cognitive process,
i.e. the process of abductive inference determining the causal attribution for
a given event, and a social process, i.e. the interactive process of transferring
knowledge between the explainer and the explainee. In this section we describe
how techniques from computational argumentation can be applied in order to
provide EXPRI with a cognitive process that allows the agent to gather the
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Table 3: Detail of the joint actions JAg , for each audi ∈ A, and the partial
transition function τ when n = 3 in a MPC scenario.
τ
JAg
j1−4 = hofferaudi , reject2,audi , reject3,audi i
τ (conflict, j1−4 ) = conflict
j5−8 = hofferaudi , accept2,audi , reject3,audi i
τ (conflict, j5−8 ) = conflict
j9−12 = hofferaudi , reject2,audi , accept3,audi i
τ (conflict, j9−12 ) = conflict
j13−16 = hofferaudi , accept2,audi , accept3,audi i τ (conflict, j13−16 ) = agreementaudi

necessary information in order to justify to the user the selection of the optimal
solution to the MPC.
We start by considering that an argument scheme (AS) and its associated
critical questions can enable an agent to propose, attack and defend justifications
for a given action [3]. In the following we adapt the AS, that was introduced by
Atkinson, to EXPRI-uploader (AS-U) and EXPRI-coowners (AS-C). For ASU, this would take the form of “Given the current conflict, I should offer the
audience aud, that will be accepted by the co-owners and therefore will solve the
conflict, that will provide the score saud and that will promote my values V ”.
Symmetrically, AS-C results to be: “Given the current conflict, I should accept
the audience aud and solve the conflict, to get the score saud and to promote
my values V ” 1 . An agent who does not accept this presumptive argument,
can challenge it by presenting critical questions (CQs), formally described in
[3]. Unfavourable answers to the CQs provide attacks to the original argument.
Attacks can be directed to different elements of the argument, i.e. to the different
stages of the practical reasoning (PR) which led to such conclusion. In line with
[2, 3], in the remaining part of this section we present the three stages of the
practical reasoning (PR) process for the agent EXPRI, namely (i) the problem
formulation, (ii) the epistemic stage, and (iii) the choice of action.
4.1

Problem Formulation

The first step of PR consists of representing the relevant elements of the situation
(i.e. conflict occurrence, possible solutions, involved users’ preferences, etc.). We
perform this task by building an Action-Based Alternating Transition Systems
with Values (AATS+V) [3]. This structure provides the underlying semantics
that we use to describe the world and formulate the arguments about action,
in particular when the outcome of an individual action (e.g. for the uploader to
offer some particular solution) depends on what the other agents decide to do
(e.g. whether the co-owners accept or reject the uploader’s offer). We refer to
this case as joint actions (JAg ), i.e. actions that are performed at the same time2
by a set of agents. For clarity, in Table 3 we show the possible joint actions in
1

2

Note that the definition of “values” in [3] is based on [26], which is different from
that of Schwartz [31] that we use in this paper.
Similarly to [4], we assume the offer and the response to be a “simultaneous” action,
despite its sequentiality.
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the MPC scenario with n = 3 agents involved: we reported all the combinations
of individual actions that are available to each agent, i.e. of f eraudi for the
uploader, and acceptaudi and rejectaudi for the co-owners, referring to all the
possible audiences audi ∈ A. We adapt for the MPC scenario the definition of
AATS+V given in [3].
Definition 7. In the context of a MPC among n users, an AATS+V is a
2n + 8 tuple Σ = hQ, q0 , Ag, Ac1 , ..., Acn , ρ, τ, S, V, Av1 , ..., Avn , δi, where:
– Q = {conflict, agreementaud ∀aud ∈ A} is a finite, non-empty set of states;
– q0 = conflict is the initial state;
– Ag = {up1 , co2 , ..., con } is the set of agents involved in the MPC, with the
roles of uploader or co-owners;
– Ac1 = {offeraud ∀aud ∈ A} are the actions available to the agent up1 ;
– Ack = {acceptk,aud , rejectk,aud ∀aud ∈ A} are the actions available to the
agent cok , for k = 2...n;
– ρ : AcAg → 2Q is the action-precondition function, which defines the set
of states from which an action ac ∈ AcAg can be executed: ρ(offeraud ) =
ρ(acceptaud ) = ρ(rejectaud ) = conflict;
– τ : Q×JAg → Q is the partial system transition function, which defines what
state results from performing the joint action j in the state q, where possible
(see the case with n = 3 in Table 3);
– S = {0, saud ∀aud ∈ A} is the set of collective scores characterising each
state, where sconf lict = 0;
– V = {SE, ST, CO, OT C} is the set of values considered by each agent;
– Avk = ok (V) is the preferred total order of the agent Agk over the values V;
– δ : Q × Q × AvAg → {+, −, =} is the valuation function, which defines the
effect of a transition over each value of each agent (see Table 1).
Running Example Considering the scenario described in the previous examples
and Table 3, the first step of the reasoning process for EXPRI-uploader, that
represents Alice, consists of the problem formulation given by the AATS+V in
Figure 2. Note that each agent knows only its own value preference (therefore
the evaluation of δ); however, in the figure we represent all the promoted and
demoted values for completeness: δA is in red, δB in blue, and δC in green.
4.2

Epistemic Stage

The epistemic stage consists of determining what the agent believes about the
current situation, given the previous problem formulation. Let us recall our assumption, based on empirical evidence [37], that the EXPRI agents have a collaborative and non-adversarial behaviour. From this underlying assumption we
can further imply other two fundamental epistemic assumptions:
– EA1 (for all the agents): all agents interpret the world in a similar manner:
hence, all the agents have the same knowledge regarding all the components
of the AATS+V, the only exception being Avk . In fact, in order to preserve
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Fig. 2: Problem formulation through AATS+V for the scenario in example.
even further the privacy of the users involved in the MPC, we assume that
each agent k only knows its own preferred order Avk over the values and is
uninformed about any other Avj for j 6= k.
– EA2 (for EXPRI-uploader): the co-owners are believed to accept an offer
in two situations, i.e. when the offered audience guarantees either (i) the
maximum score for the co-owner itself (sk,aud0 = maxA sk,aud ), or (ii) the
maximum collective score (saud0 = maxA saud ).
With reference to the CQs in [3], because of EA1, we are not interested in
the CQs that are related to the problem formulation (CQ2-4 and CQ12-16) and
its truthfulness (CQ1). Because of EA2, we are able to evaluate appropriately
CQ17 when instantiated for each possible argument.
4.3

Choice of Action

The last step of the PR is the choice of action, that is the development of a
value-based argumentation framework (VAF), which instantiates an appropriate
argumentation scheme, and the consequent evaluation of the arguments according to the preference of values.
We focus in particular on AS-U and AS-C, and the critical questions which
contest the optimality of the identified action, i.e. to offer aud for the EXPRIuploader, and to accept or reject aud for the EXPRI-coowners. We refer to
the questions CQ5-CQ11 from [3]: CQ5, CQ6 and CQ7 offer alternative actions
that realise the same consequence, goal and value promotion; CQ8, CQ9 and
CQ10 consider unacknowledged side effects, such as demotion of desired values
or promotion of other values; and, finally, CQ11 wonders whether there is any
other action that is more desirable in terms of values promotion.

Agent EXPRI: Licence to Explain
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The collection of negative answers to these CQs provides the justification for
action. We argue that this abductive reasoning is sufficient to define the causal
attribution of the recommended event and, therefore, the practical reasoning
process can be equivalent to the cognitive process required for providing an
explanation.
Running Example Let us analyse the process of choosing an action for the agent
EXPRI acting on behalf of Alice, the uploader. Given the assumption of cooperative behaviour and the common goal of solving the MPC by reaching an
agreement, EXPRI-uploader discards immediately the joint actions j1−12 : in
fact, if at least one of the co-owners does not accept the offer, the conflict is
guaranteed to persist. The uploader needs to identify the optimal audience to
offer, i.e. the one that, if accepted by the co-owners like in j13−16 provides the
best agreement. In order to do this, with reference to Figure 2, the uploader
examines one by one its possibilities and checks whether they get challenged by
any CQ. Note that we do not report a graphical representation of the VAF that
would be generated in this process because of the high number of considered
arguments; however, we detail the main arguments and all the attacks provided
by the CQs (we leave implicit any supporting relationship).
– AS-U for j13 : “Given the current conflict, I should offer audspA , that will be accepted by the co-owners, to solve the conflict, to obtain the score sA,audspA and to
promote SE and CO.”
• obj13.1: a better score can be achieved by performing alternative actions
(CQ5): successful, e.g. in j14 and j16 ;
• obj13.2: the agreement is reached also with alternative actions (CQ6): successful, e.g. in j14 , j15 and j16 ;
• obj13.3: CO is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j14 , j15 and j16 ;
• obj13.4: ST is demoted (CQ9): rejected, because Alice cares more about SE
and CO (here promoted) than ST;
• obj13.5: OTC is demoted (CQ9): successful, OTC is the most preferred value
for Alice;
• obj13.6: other values can be promoted by performing alternative actions (CQ11):
successful, e.g. +OTC in j16 , which Alice prefers to SE and CO;
• obj13.7: EXPRI-Bob will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sB,audspA 6= maxA sB,aud and saudspA 6= maxA saud ;
• obj13.8: EXPRI-Charlie will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sC,audspA 6= maxA sC,aud and saudspA 6= maxA saud .
– AS-U for j14 : “Given the current conflict, I should offer audspB , that will be accepted by the co-owners, to solve the conflict, to obtain the score sA,audspB and
to promote ST and CO.”
• obj14.1: a better score can be achieved by performing alternative actions
(CQ5): successful, e.g. j16 ;
• obj14.2: the agreement is reached also with alternative actions (CQ6): successful, e.g. in j13 , j15 and j16 ;
• obj14.3: CO is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j13 , j15 and j16 ;
• obj14.4: ST is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j15 and j16 ;
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• obj14.5: SE is demoted (CQ9): successful, SE is the second most preferred
value for Alice;
• obj14.6: OTC is demoted (CQ9): successful, OTC is the most preferred value
for Alice;
• obj14.7: other values can be promoted by performing alternative actions (CQ11):
successful, e.g. +OTC in j16 , which Alice prefers to ST and CO;
• obj14.8: EXPRI-Bob will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sB,audspB 6= maxA sB,aud and saudspB 6= maxA saud ;
• obj14.9: EXPRI-Charlie will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sC,audspB 6= maxA sC,aud and saudspB 6= maxA saud .
– AS-U for j15 : “Given the current conflict, I should offer audspC , that will be accepted by the co-owners, to solve the conflict, to obtain the score sA,audspC and to
promote ST and CO.”
• obj15.1: a better score can be achieved by performing alternative actions
(CQ5): successful, e.g. j16 ;
• obj15.2: the agreement is reached also with alternative actions (CQ6): successful, e.g. in j13 , j14 and j16 ;
• obj15.3: CO is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j13 , j14 and j16 ;
• obj15.4: ST is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j14 and j16 ;
• obj15.5: SE is demoted (CQ9): successful, SE is the second most preferred
value for Alice;
• obj15.6: OTC is demoted (CQ9): successful, OTC is the most preferred value
for Alice;
• obj15.7: other values can be promoted by performing alternative actions (CQ11):
successful, e.g. +OTC in j16 , which Alice prefers to ST and CO;
• obj15.8: EXPRI-Bob will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sB,audspC 6= maxA sB,aud and saudspC 6= maxA saud ;
• obj15.9: EXPRI-Charlie will not accept the offer (CQ17): successful, because
sC,audspC 6= maxA sC,aud and saudspC 6= maxA saud .
– AS-U for j16 : “Given the current conflict, I should offer audsp0 , that will be accepted
by the co-owners, to solve the conflict, to obtain the score sA,audsp0 and to promote
ST, OTC and CO.”
• obj16.1: the agreement is reached also with alternative actions (CQ6): successful, e.g. in j13 , j14 and j15 ;
• obj16.2: CO is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j13 , j14 and j15 ;
• obj16.3: ST is promoted also with alternative actions (CQ7): successful, e.g.
in j14 and j15 ;
• obj16.4: SE is demoted (CQ9): rejected, because Alice cares more about OTC
(here promoted) than SE;
• obj16.5: other values can be promoted by performing alternative actions (CQ11):
rejected, because SE (promoted in j13 ) is less important to Alice than OTC,
here promoted;
• obj16.6: EXPRI-Bob will not accept the offer (CQ17): rejected, because sB,audsp0 =
maxA sB,aud and saudsp0 = maxA saud ;
• obj16.7: EXPRI-Charlie will not accept the offer (CQ17): rejected, because
sC,audsp0 = maxA sC,aud and saudsp0 = maxA saud .
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AS-U for j13 is rejected, because all the attacks provided by the CQs are
successful (note that obj13.4 is considered irrelevant because of Alice’s values
preference); similarly, the arguments for j14 and j15 are rejected. Regarding AS-U
for j16 , we reject in a subsequent moment obj16.1, obj16.2 and obj16.3, because
the suggested alternative actions are proved not to be as desirable as the current
action (all their objections are successful).
In conclusion, EXPRI-uploader identifies j16 as the most desirable joint
action and therefore suggests Alice to offer audsp0 . The EXPRI-coowners go
through a similar reasoning process, which we do not report in detail for lack of
space, to identify the best individual action upon the uploader’s offer.

5

“The Cognitive Process is not enough”: Challenges for
Designing the Social Process

So far we have showed how EXPRI is able to solve an MPC by identifying
through practical reasoning the optimal solution for an MPC in OSNs. According
to [25], abductive reasoning provides the best explanation given all available
information. This means that, EXPRI’s practical reasoning being an abductive
form of reasoning, by reporting it, the agent can provide the best explanation
for the given recommended action.
However, considering the social nature of explanations in AI [19], we have to
address the very important distinction between explainable AI and self-explainable
AI. An artificial agent can be explainable in the sense that humans can follow
and understand its cognitive process, and by following this process, humans are
able to explain why the agent is doing what it is doing. A self-explainable artificial agent, on the other hand, is a socially aware agent which has the capability
of communicating explanations to the human that it interacts with. For reasons
of trustworthiness [41], accountability [7], and responsibility [8], that have been
mentioned in the literature, it is desirable for an agent to be self-explainable.
Both [19] and [16] propose that social awareness is necessary for explainable
agency. They suggest that a social agent must be able to transfer knowledge from
itself (the explainer) to a user (the explainee) in such a way as to give the user
the necessary information to understand the causes of its recommendation. This
can happen when the agent is able (i) to engage in counterfactual explanations,
e.g. justifying the rejection of possible alternative actions; and (ii) to tailor the
explanation according to the individual user’s needs. In the following, we outline
how EXPRI may be able to meet these requirements.
Contrastive explanations In [19], Miller clearly summarises the importance of
providing contrastive explanations. Research shows that people are in general
not as interested in the causes of an event per se, as they are in the relation
of that event to some other event that did not occur. For instance, a user may
wonder why EXPRI suggested action x rather than action y. An answer to
this question might provide a more convincing explanation for the user than the
simple motivation to choose x. As we detailed earlier, EXPRI’s cognitive process
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comprises of practical reasoning about alternative options through the discussion
of critical questions. The process of accepting or rejecting each objection that
arises from the CQs provides EXPRI with the necessary knowledge to justify why
the action it suggests is the optimal one and why the alternatives are not as good
as the optimal one. It follows that EXPRI is able to answer any interrogation
that the user may conduct in terms of contrasting and comparing the other
possible options.
Tailored explanations We are planning to give EXPRI the capability of providing explanations that are generated by taking into account the perspective of the
interlocutor and/or interlocutors. Continuing on the path of using practical reasoning, it could be feasible to use AATS+V to reason about which is the optimal
explanation depending on the social context in which the interaction between
EXPRI and the given user takes place. To be able to do this, EXPRI could build
an AATS+V taking into account the values and beliefs of the user, in order to
be able to reason from the perspective of the user. This additional AATS+V is
similar to a Theory-of-Mind (ToM) of the user [1]. However, the formation of
this additional AATS+V that is to be used for finding the optimal explanation
in social interactions is not as straightforward: the joint actions are not sets of
uploader’s offers and co-owners’ responses anymore, but they represent subsets
of dialogues. That is, EXPRI needs to be able to reason about elements such as
speech acts, their implicatures, and how these elements change the beliefs and
update the knowledge of the interlocutor during a dialogue. Similarly to [4], the
epistemic stage now involves uncertainty, because EXPRI does not know what
the user’s reaction to its explanation may be. Argumentation Dialogue Games
(ADGs) [18] provide an elegant way to address this issue. ADGs have recently
been used for the formation and use of ToM through speech acts to reach states
of shared beliefs with other agents [24], even under conditions of uncertainty [29],
for dynamic story generation in interrogation games [28], as well as for providing protocols of interactive explanations to users [17]. Therefore, EXPRI could
use ADGs to reason about how and what it communicates to the interlocutor
in order to see what kind of explanation might emerge from a hypothetical interaction. Ideally, after going through various alternative dialogues, it would be
able to select the dialogue it intends to have with the interlocutor, that will lead
to the optimal explanation. EXPRI could also use ADGs to reason about what
it tells the interlocutor and what the interlocutor understands in real time, by
updating its ToM of the interlocutor based on what the interlocutor tells or asks
EXPRI.
Explaining Conflicts Conflict management literature makes the distinction between three main components of a conflict in multi-agent systems, namely conflict detection, conflict representation, and conflict resolution [39]. Perhaps, in
most cases it would be useful to give users a general overview of the context evolution of the MPC, explaining why and how a solution has been found or not.
From a causal attribution perspective, it seems reasonable that conflict detection
represents the cause of whose effect is represented by the conflict’s resolution.
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Therefore, in the case of an MPC, it would be desirable to have an explanation
that not only guides the user from cause to effect, but also that describes to the
user the cause and the effect [19]. In this way, the user can assess whether the
agent that is providing the explanation has understood the context and has thus
grounded the explanation in a realistic representation. Such a causal explanation
guides the user from commonly established premises that describe the conflict’s
detection, to a valid conclusion that represents the solution, or lack thereof.
In conclusion, the explanation for the user should describe the conflict detection and the conflict resolution. On the other hand, the conflict representation,
e.g. using AATS+V, does not need to be explicitly included in the explanation,
as it is the representation itself that allows the agent to generate explanations.
We argue that if the conflict representation is accurate, then the explanation
that is generated from it using PR will consist of a valid and sound argument.
Running Example EXPRI-uploader needs to communicate to Alice the optimal
output, i.e. to offer audsp0 . There are several possibilities to do so. For illustrative
purposes, we report a hypothetical dialogue that may happen between EXPRIuploader (EU) and Alice (A), to show how EXPRI can provide contrastive and
tailored explanations.
EU(1): Given the disagreement with Bob and Charlie about how to share your
picture, to offer audsp0 is your most convenient action, because it would allow
you to compromise with your friends (remember that openness-to-change is
your most preferred value).
A: Why shouldn’t I offer audspA instead?
EU(2): Because you could get a better score than the one guaranteed by audspA
(obj13.1), openness-to-change would be demoted (obj13.5), and because Bob
and Charlie would most likely reject your offer (obj13.7 and obj13.8).

Note that EU(1) is a tailored explanation, because openness-to-change is a very
important value to Alice and to highlight its promotion would not necessarily be
as efficacious when interacting with a different user. Also, EU(2) is a contrastive
explanation, that provides justification for the optimal action by reporting the
objections to the alternative action that Alice asked about.

6

“Tomorrow Never Dies”: Discussion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented EXPRI, an agent architecture that aims to
assist users for managing multiuser privacy in online social networks. EXPRI
identifies for each user, that is involved in a privacy conflict, the best action
to collaboratively solve it, by considering both the utility they would gain by
sharing the content online and the personal moral values they would promote by
compromising with the other users. EXPRI identifies the most desirable solution
by applying practical reasoning techniques. This abductive reasoning allows the
agent to gather all the necessary knowledge to justify to the user the selection
or the rejection of any particular action. To be able to do so is crucial for an
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agent to be considered explainable. However, in order for the agent to be selfexplainable, EXPRI also requires social awareness, i.e. the ability of efficiently
communicating explanations to the user, for instance by providing contrastive
and tailored explanations. We hypothesise that, by using a practical reasoning
process, EXPRI is already able to engage in dialogues with the user to provide
contrastive explanations. Further theoretical and empirical research will allow
us to develop the social component of EXPRI, by enabling it to also provide
fully customised explanations.
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